English

Lesson Notes

Vocabulary
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LESSON

Teacher Guide

Appropriate vocabulary

Some words are more appropriate than others in certain situations. Your friends would laugh at you if you
only used formal English at a party; but your teacher would expect you to avoid slang in a presentation during
assembly. In this lesson we learn about which type of language is best suited to various situations.

Lesson Outcomes



By the end of this lesson, you should be able to:
• distinguish between colloquial language, slang and
standard English and
• you will know when it is appropriate to use which
type of vocabulary

Lesson notes

So, your granny dropped down dead?
You wouldn’t say something like this at a funeral because
it would be inappropriate and insensitive to use an
informal expression like “dropped down dead” at a
serious and sad occasion.
Instead you would say…
I’m sorry to hear that your grandmother passed away.

Curriculum Links

LO1: Listening and Speaking
• demonstrate critical awareness of language use in
oral situations
•	use styles and registers to suit purpose, audience
and context some of the time
• recognise and explain language varieties with
growing understanding and appreciation

Slang is very informal language used by a particular
group at a particular time.
You can use colloquial language in:
• friendly letters
• e-mail
• dialogues
• direct speech in creative writing
For writing tasks in the English class it is best to avoid
slang altogether. However, some slang in direct speech
as part of a creative essay may work very well to
establish what kind of character you are writing about
– just be sure that your teacher will know what is being
said!

Standard English is the version of English that is spoken
and understood internationally.
Colloquial language is ordinary, everyday, informal
speech. It changes according to time and place.
Colloquial speech has its own vocabulary.
• e.g. guys for males
• cash for money
• I’m for I am
Colloquial speech has its own norms of pronunciation.
• e.g. goin’ for going
• ‘cause for because
Colloquial speech has its own grammatical rules.
• I didn’t do nothing.
• Know what I mean?
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TASK

Re-write the following sentence in Standard
English:
I’m gonna use my bonsela to buy a sharp car. My
tjorrie gives me too much grief!

